Marching Band Uniform Distribution Nights - Wednesday 9/9 & Wednesday 9/16
Because we “MAY” have the opportunity to compete in two independent band festivals (Logan Elm Marching Band
Classic, and Logan High School Festival of Bands), and several football games, we will distribute full uniforms. We
realize these events could end up canceled. However, having the uniforms on during these performances, if they
happen, makes this worth the work and risk.
Please make sure your student is at the school on the assigned time. This plan is different than distributions in the
past. Please follow these times and guidelines. This system is designed for following Covid19 safety requirements.
When you arrive at the school please drive by the school and check in (from your vehicle) at the canopy/tent on the
sidewalk. Your child should remain in the car until you are texted for them to begin their fitting. They will receive
further instruction at that point.

Masks MUST be worn by all students, and workers
who are fitting uniforms.
Only the STUDENT who is being fitted will be allowed
to enter the building.
All parents and siblings are asked to remain in their
vehicles if you are waiting for your student to be fitted.
Students need to wear athletic shorts and a T-shirt
to the fitting (or whatever they will wear under their
uniform for performances). They will not be able to
change in the restrooms. All students will be fitted in
the same area.
Due to Covid19 policies, we will not allow groups of
people to congregate on the parking lot, while waiting
to pick up students. Please remain in your vehicles.
STUDENTS:
These fitting nights will be COMPLETELY different
than any in the past. We will have all stations clearly
marked and social distancing policies must be
enforced. Move to each station quickly, then exit the
building immediately following your session.
We will not allow students to congregate or hang out
in the building or parking lot before, after, or during
the fitting nights!
We are SO EXCITED that you may get to perform
your show in competition style festivals, and for the
home football crowds! How we follow the rules and
support the school’s policies will help make all
this happen!

Day 1: Wednesday
SEPTEMBER 9th
6:00pm
Adams, Wes
Bolen, McKenna
Chappius, Cameron
Dixon, Garrett
Heiber, Noah
Nauman Lydia
Scott-Juniper, Brody

Day 2: Wednesday
SEPTEMBER 16th
6:00pm
Barnhart, Bryant
Burns, Liam
Clark, Elijah
Cooperrider, Andrew
Cooperrider, Lizzy
Dale, Hayden

6:30pm
Johnson Evan
Johnson, Bella
McElfresh, Mary
Rahm, Trace
Sanchez, Mark
Winegardner, Emily
Winegardner, Maddie

6:30pm
DeLong, CeeJay
DeLong, Jaeden
Evener, Michael
Evener, Nicholas
Gordish Hannah
Gordish, Audrey

7:00pm
Ballenger, Kade
Blevins, LJ
Clum, Dominic
Funk, Luke
Gregory, Trenton
Lueke, Emma
Taylor, Neva
7:30pm
Henderson, Liko
Hurst, Denise
Groves, Parker
Krile, Justin
Lester, Alyssa
Pennington, Jaylen
Smith, Kaden
8:00pm
Adams, Brian
Adams, Hank
Copenhaver, Kadunce
Hartmann, Austin
Moreland, Nathan
Northrup, Owen
Hunt, Garrette

7:00pm
Leffman, Levi
Mathewson, Emma
Motta, Andru
Perkins, Emily
Perkins, Katie
Ribo, Julia
7:30pm
Runyon, RJ
Sanchez, Clarissa
Schwegler, Brooke
Schwegler, Eli
Senften, Mika
Smith, Elaina
8:00pm
Liff, Ben
Venrick, Will
Watson, Aubrey
Watson, Jeremy
Watson, Mackenzie

